Reddit jeep xj

New to jeeps or just want to learn some more? Check out our wiki! Owning a Jeep means you're
part of a large and diverse community of enthusiasts. So be respectful to your fellow Jeepers.
Be Nice. No slurs, hate speech, or berating others. No doxing or harassing of any kind. Keep it
classy. Do Not Spam. Do not solicit money from the community, do not advertise your business,
no excessive cross-posting, and do not sell your Jeep here. If you think you have something of
special value to the community then message the moderators. No Social Media. We love one-off
videos of projects and trail runs, but we do not like wannabe youtube "stars" begging for likes
and subscribes. We have a special monthly thread for promoting YouTube and other social
media posts. All posts shall use Reddit, imgur , or some other reddit-friendly hosting platform. If
you are unsure what to use please ask the moderators. All accounts less than 24 hours old will
be automatically blocked. Message us to circumvent this. Jeep XJ budget build parts. What fits
and what swaps from the junkyard. Bastard Pack: Any 2. S10, Dakota 2. Ford 8. Ford Electric
Fan ' 3. You can convert the closed system to open without replacing your radiator by using the
fill cap from a 4. Then cap off or eliminate the T'ed lines in the heater core. ZJ and WJ stock
tranny coolers with stacked plates even an upgrade for us with the stock fin style. Renix
Transmission swap electric speedo to t-case. Is there a specific year on the zj shift knobs? Or is
it any years? Manual only? My auto shifter is in need of an upgrade. I'm thinking that they've got
to be talking about the auto shit knob, because very few ZJs had manuals. I think it was only for
half of the 93 model year. VW guys don't really take 'em cause they don't fail. A YJ bikini fits
perfectly from the windshield of a cut up MJ to the optional factory "rollbar". Use of this site
constitutes acceptance of our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. All rights reserved. Jeep
comments. Want to join? Log in or sign up in seconds. Submit a new link. Submit a new text
post. Get an ad-free experience with special benefits, and directly support Reddit. Jeep join
leave , readers users here now New to jeeps or just want to learn some more? No memes.
Welcome to Reddit, the front page of the internet. Become a Redditor and join one of thousands
of communities. V8 ZJ front sway-bar 8. WJ brake booster, master cylinder, proportioning valve
2. KJ disc brake set-ups can be used for a conversion on your XJ axle -Lines: 1. XJ C8.
Homebrew posi-locks for ' vacuum disconnect D30s, eliminates vacuum actuation 4. Newer XJ
intakes may require some modification 2. Mustang 5. Stroker Motor Dakota 2. Hoodvents i.
Lebaron, Laser, Turbo Thunderbird etc. ZJ and WJ stock tranny coolers with stacked plates
even an upgrade for us with the stock fin style 2. Homebrew Slip Yoke Eliminator use search
function 3. GM power antennas replace your broken XJ's with little modification 4. TJ Fender
Flares front and rear or rear all the way around 6. OEM swing-out tire carriers, get the bumper
with it, found mainly on ''90 XJ's 8. ZJ and WJ Seats - get brackets too, may require some
drilling but gives you leather :- 6. Want to add to the discussion? Post a comment! Create an
account. I might go looking tomorrow. That's all I can think of right now, but there are others.
Owning an XJ means you're part of the Jeep family regardless of what Wrangler owners say so
be respectful to your fellow Jeepers. Try to upload photos using imgur or any photo viewer
that's reddit friendly. Be Nice Self-explanatory. Don't be a jerk to people who are asking for help,
or are trying to help you. Do not spam. Do not solicit money from the community, and do not
post multiple parts of a project in separate threads. If you think your project is of special
interest to the community, please message the Mods first. No Bots Whatsoever No metric
conversions, no haikus, no wikibots. All posts must be by Homo Sapiens. All posts shall use
imgur or some other reddit-friendly hosting platform. If you are unsure what to use please ask
the moderators. All accounts less than 24 hours old will be automatically blocked. Message the
Mods to circumvent this. As long as it's an XJ or MJ. Feel free to post Jeep Part write ups or
Cherokee Tech questions. For those looking for your first XJ self. I see lots of posts popping up
asking about buying a xj, so from someone who owned two and just bought one again- here's
what I've found. So your mileage may vary in other States. Also, I was extremely particular- had
to be a 99, Green or white, no modification, under k miles, and manual windows. I found my
current Jeep and I paid on the higher end of spectrum but I have exactly the jeep I want minus
crank windows. If you ask some people, I got ripped off and I should have got 5 XJs for that
much money. Well, in my area CA was actually not a bad deal considering how good of a shape
this thing was in. And even then, I'm still wrenching away at it to make it absolutely perfect.
Below I've put together a list of what I've come across in my search for a perfect XJ. Btw
another warning to those wanting a XJ. You NEED to be able to work on your xj. I can't even
imagine how much money you'd spend if you paid someone else to do all these stupid little
things. I also wouldn't pay what I paid if I didn't plan on keeping this XJ for a really long time. Do
not buy a XJ thinking it's a good, cheap compromise to a JK. These things require lots of love
and elbow grease. Oh and money. If it has a lift, then it probably has been on the jeep forever
and owner has no clue what brand lift it is and doesn't know why it wobbles like a motherfucker.
Probably floor pan rust, rust under rear bumper cover and probably some on rockers. Either no

headliner or saggy as shit stained one. All suspension and steering components rotted to hell.
Engine is probably the only thing running good if they kept up with basic maintenance. Bonus
points if it has the led light strip. You'll definitely still have to wrench this group. Rear quarter
windows covered with decals. Will have body issues and interior issues. These are your high
schooler XJs that might look okay but are ugly ducklings underneath. Rancho, skyjack, zone
Probably light strips. But they probably have shot bushings, cracked manifold, and other
xj-isms. These are your pretty mall crawler kind that will break all sorts of stuff if taken serious
wheeling. Looks good on Craigslist ad but when you go check it out in person, it's not what you
thought. However, not a bad starter I suppose. If they're modded, then they've spent a fair
amount of money. SYE, good lift, no wobbles, and not much of mechanical issues. Owner
probably tired of driving a rattle bucket and wants a new JK on 22s. Now if they're not modded,
they are adult owned, well maintained stock Jeeps with under k miles. Probably not any kind of
Jeep enthusiasts, just owned it since new and took it to Jiffy lube every miles. Great baseline if
you're serious about owning a long term xj. Still requires wrench turning. Now if it's been
modded, you're generally talking lockers, long arms, sye, 33s and above, winch Bonus- You will
instantly have a bigger penis if you buy it. This list is more or less a humorous twist to what I've
come across. Yes, absolutely. But know what you're looking for and be patient. Plenty of people
get amazing deals, I personally didn't have that much time to look for one as I needed to drive to
work. So again, YMMV. Mine has one that I've noticed. One is from the flip up screen on the
stereo. The other rattle I think is my exhaust. I have a 98 jeep Cherokee with miles on 33s with 3.
I wheel it regularly, drive it to work, to the grocery store, whatever. It doesn't make a noise. Not
the dash, not the centre console, the belt doesn't even squeak. It does have a cherry bomb on it,
but beside that it's the quietest car I own. Man I'm so glad I already have an XJ and don't have to
deal with the bombardment of stereotypical and generalized information. Do what I did and get
the one with the most extensive maintenance history. I think that's the best bet. If the ad says
'just took it around the block and was surprised at how smooth it is' and nothing else? Very
good write up. Some of the people on here make me laugh. It's nothing special! Not even a 2
door 5-speed with moon roof and 4. Or people that say lifts, expensive tires, after market
wheels, etc. Don't add any value to it! I get where they are coming from, but if it's parts you like
and planned on getting them anyway then it's probably worth it to you if whoever installed them
did a good job. Not enough people use KBB when making craigslist adds and I find it really
anoying. I mean, their system is not perfect, but it at least adds a good baseline. I think people
get too carried away with KBB. Their non-running, rusted out shitbox must be worth KBB
average, right? I see it all the time and I see the same ads on CL for months with updates now
emphasizing that they won't budge on price because they know what it's worth. If it was worth
it, it would have sold! See, I see the opposite issue on Craigslist. You will see the "I know what
it's worth" posts but the asking price will be several grand higher than the nicest KBB value, so
they clearly don't know what it's worth. An honest post should go off the average price for the
listing and then drop it if it's a POS. Single owner and it had luckily been reasonably taken care
of. Some rust floor pans, rear floor, rockers, bumpers. Drove it for a year with zero problems at
all and sold it in the spring to a friend. So far, drives great. Done a couple gaskets to clean up an
oil leak and worked some air out of the coolant and a new cap and now it runs good. Came with
a new engine and transmission and all new all the parts for drivetrain stuff. Has some rust in the
common places. I feel like this is about as lucky as you can expect to be in the cheap range..
Just a roll of the dice at this price point. Proceed with caution. Buy in Arizona if possible: we
don't salt the roads which leads to no frame rust. I paid what most people would consider too
much for my XJ. I got exactly what I wanted though, a prestine, 99 2 door, 5 speed with k miles
with no rust and it was bone stock. I've had a blast modding it to my liking and spending
minimal amounts of time fixing broken things. Spot on, you get what you pay for. Single retiree
owner, well kept, extensive repair history, bone stock, minor surface rust, worth every penny. It
would seem that I stole my XJ according to this chart. No rocker rust, no floor pan rust, in New
York. The rear quarters have some rust behind the bumper covers and there's a small dent in
the left front fender that has a small spot of rust as well. Interior had a lot of dog hair in it but no
stains and the headliner was sagging. I think XJ's are priced all over the place but if you shop
for a bit, you'll find a good one at a fair price. I have a XJ, nice dark blue. Some surface rust
along the rockers. And perfect condition besides a cracked leaf spring. I got it for I think folks
who need to go on the internet and ask "What should I look for Ok most people call it a
pre-purchase inspection. But in reality it's just cheap insurance so you know what you're
getting into or not. Many will have a form specifically for PPI and give you real numbers for
things like thickness of brake pads, charging system voltage and tire tread wear. In the end
you'll have an idea of what it will cost to at least make the vehicle safe to drive and not leave
you stranded. Might be a little might be a lot. Thing is if you're inexperienced, or even if you're

not, it is good to know and is a smart idea. Add a couple of grand to all those numbers where I
live. Could I have paid less? Sure, but it's also possible I would have paid more when counting
the cost of trips to find the right one and bring it back. I checked out one last week: '99 Classic,
clean title, k miles. Had a mechanic look at it, nothing major wrong no rust! Went back to the
dealer to ask him to help me out with just the immediate repairs, and he wouldst hear it. Was I
right to walk? Use of this site constitutes acceptance of our User Agreement and Privacy Policy.
All rights reserved. CherokeeXJ comments. Want to join? Log in or sign up in seconds. Submit
pictures or links. Submit a new text post. Get an ad-free experience with special benefits, and
directly support Reddit. CherokeeXJ join leave 18, readers 45 users here now Rules: Owning an
XJ means you're part of the Jeep family regardless of what Wrangler owners say so be
respectful to your fellow Jeepers. Follow up with the resolution to your problem. This helps
others later on. Welcome to Reddit, the front page of the internet. Become a Redditor and join
one of thousands of communities. Want to add to the discussion? Post a comment! Create an
account. Dash rattle is basically unavoidable lol. The most effective information in this list is
'ymmv' Do what I did and get the one with the most extensive maintenance history. If this gains
enough traction, mods should sticky this. What y'all think? Thank you 2dr 4x4 jeep xj for your
service! Cherokee Native American's wish for Jeep to change the name self. Nobody ever waves
at an MJ. Tell me if this is normal v. Got a little Icy in Lafayette i. I will miss my XJ but onto
different things! I'm new to the Cherokee world self. Rubicon trail? Central Texas should NOT
be this cold! So here are some snow pics of my 94 XJ. A little snow on Valentines Day! Just got
her! Clean little 5 speed. Winter car may not have many creature comforts, but I think I like
driving her more. New xj owner. Is this normal? Oil gauge shoots to on startup. Oil recently
changed alog with a rear main seal. Lift Advice self. I need rear bumper advice self. Wanted to
show off my '01 Jeep. No rust, 90k miles. First part of the paint is done guess the year of the
grill i. Yall daily drive your xjs? Dog Paw Jeep i. Use of this site constitutes acceptance of our
User Agreement and Privacy Policy. All rights reserved. Want to join? Log in or sign up in
seconds. Submit a new link. Submit a new text post. Get an ad-free experience with special
benefits, and directly support Reddit. Welcome to Reddit, the front page of the internet. Become
a Redditor and join one of thousands of communities. You'll also see every completed listing
for both BaT and CaB, so you can get an idea what a given vehicle actually sells for! I'm going
to add sold eBay listings as well. A complete list for each platform is found in the original post;
the replies show galleries of new finds. This page updates around once a day. It's called Daily
Deals, and you can find it by clicking here or visiting my subreddit. If you're looking for a
different model, check the directory. If you see any issues, send me a DM or find me in the
Discord server. I appreciate any help in making this thing better. Thanks for looking! It's been a
process, but in working on this, I've found a fun car for myself at a great price, and so have a
handful of people in the Discord and on here, so Take my thanks and my useless free reddit
award. They'd be in with TJs, unfortunately Facebook doesn't make it easy to discern the
difference, as far as i know. There are several more Cherokees than that. Bend and Roseburg
have one each, plus some in Vancouver, a couple in Seattle. Great list, lots and lots of cars out
there. Many deals to be had from older folks on fb who simply don't need the car anymore. Does
this scrape sites or use some sort of API? Where I live no one posts on Craigslist so I have tried
setting up a scraper but it was blocked so I'm curious how you did it. There's some sweet jeeps
on your list but some of the links are dead : nice work though, I love the idea! Use of this site
constitutes acceptance of our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. All rights reserved. Want to
join? Log in or sign up in seconds. Submit a new link. Submit a new text post. Get an ad-free
experience with special benefits, and directly support Reddit. Welcome to Reddit, the front page
of the internet. Become a Redditor and join one of thousands of communities. Want to add to
the discussion? Post a comment! Create an account. Hoping to be in the market for one soon. I
could only imagine the time involved. Glad to help. Quickly browsed through your links and no
LJ listings? I thought it was totally reasonable. New to jeeps or just want to learn some more?
Check out our wiki! Owning a Jeep means you're part of a large and diverse community of
enthusiasts. So be respectful to your fellow Jeepers. Be Nice. No slurs, hate speech, or berating
others. No doxing or harassing of any kind. Keep it classy. Do Not Spam. Do not solicit money
from the community, do not advertise your business, no excessive cross-posting, and do not
sell your Jeep here. If you think you have something of special value to the community then
message the moderators. No Social Media. We love one-off videos of projects and trail runs, but
we do not like wannabe youtube "stars" begging for likes and subscribes. We have a special
monthly thread for promoting YouTube and other social media posts. All posts shall use Reddit,
imgur , or some other reddit-friendly hosting platform. If you are unsure what to use please ask
the moderators. All accounts less than 24 hours old will be automatically blocked. Message us
to circumvent this. The DJ5 isn't near as popular as it should for 4x4 built rigs imgur. My turn. I

just bought a Jeep DJ5! Picture i. First Two Door Tuesday with a new soft top. My boy just
traveled miles. Only more to go. That was a stupid fun day regardless i. Dad and son Jeeps.
Stopped to take in this amazing view in Wyoming Picture i. Moab is such a beautiful place My
first Jeep! I'm so excited!!! Topless 2 door Tuesday i. Barely missed 2 door Tuesday: 91 YJ. New
Jeeper! A cheeky booty shot for 2 door Tuesday Picture i. Use of this site constitutes
acceptance of our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. All rights reserved. Jeep hot new rising
controversial top gilded wiki. Want to join? Log in or sign up in seconds. Submit a new link.
Submit a new text post. Get an ad-free experience with special benefits, and directly support
Reddit. Jeep join leave , readers users here now New to jeeps or just want to learn some more?
No memes. Welcome to Reddit, the front page of the internet. Become a Redditor and join one
of thousands of communities. New to jeeps or just want to learn some more? Check out our
wiki! Owning a Jeep means you're part of a large and diverse community of enthusiasts. So be
respectful to your fellow Jeepers. Be Nice. No slurs, hate speech, or berating others. No doxing
or harassing of any kind. Keep it classy. Do Not Spam. Do not solicit money from the
community, do not advertise your business, no excessive cross-posting, and do not sell your
Jeep here. If you think you have something of special value to the community then message the
moderators. No Social Media. We love one-off videos of projects and trail runs, but we do not
like wannabe youtube "stars" begging for likes and subscribes. We have a special monthly
thread for promoting YouTube and other social media posts. All posts shall use Reddit, imgur ,
or some other reddit-friendly hosting platform. If you are unsure what to use please ask the
moderators. All accounts less than 24 hours old will be automatically blocked. Message us to
circumvent this. TJ or XJ? TJ, but mainly because I like the red more. Oh I'm not familiar. But
you can definitely afford it. I have seen running ZJs sell for under a grand. I made a dumb joke
about a niche movie from a decade ago. I actually learned there is a Jeep ZJ model. Carry on.
Nothing to see here. They are both tastefully done. Personally I like the look of deep 15" wheels
on older Jeep's vs 18"s, but to each their own. Use of this site constitutes acceptance of our
User Agreement and Privacy Policy. All rights reserved. Jeep comments other discussions 1.
Want to join? Log in or sign up in seconds. Submit a new link. Submit a new text post. Get an
ad-free experience with special benefits, and directly support Reddit. Jeep join leave , readers
users here now New to jeeps or just want to learn some more? No memes. Welcome to Reddit,
the front page of the internet. Become a Redditor and join one of thousands of communities.
Which do you prefer, TJ or XJ? Want to add to the discussion? Post a comment! Create an
account. Lapis blue! With the windshield on the hood. XJ looks especially on point. I've had
both and have loved both. Owning an XJ means you're part of the Jeep family regardless of
what Wrangler owners say so be respectful to your fellow Jeepers. Try to upload photos using
imgur or any photo viewer that's reddit friendly. Be Nice Self-explanatory. Don't be a jerk to
people who are asking for help, or are trying to help you. Do not spam. Do not solicit money
from the community, and do not post multiple parts of a project in separate threads. If you think
your project is of special interest to the community, please message the Mods first. No Bots
Whatsoever No metric conversions, no haikus, no wikibots. All posts must be by Homo
Sapiens. All posts shall use imgur or some other reddit-friendly hosting platform. If you are
unsure what to use please ask the moderators. All accounts less than 24 hours old will be
automatically blocked. Message the Mods to circumvent this. As long as it's an XJ or MJ. Feel
free to post Jeep Part write ups or Cherokee Tech questions. Mmmmm, tasty. Out Jeepin. Came
across this forsale in my state. Owner makes the decals i. Double din and amp install reddit. I
made a list of every Cherokee XJ for sale in America self. Project reddit. After 8 cans of
Undercoating, and 4 coats of bedliner on the exterior still torn on if I should remove the
passenger side plastic trim pieces, or put the driver side back on More pix coming soon! Little
trail ride i. Before and after reddit. Not a boat. Found out the hard way i. Before the exterior
bedliner trim and refreshing the undercoating. Peeled back the layers of fende
ford kuga manual
1990 bmw 3 series
2005 f150 tail light
r where they were custom rolled by the tire to find a shocking rust filled surprise! Any
suggestions on removing this screw? It is just spinning v. All y'all in socal, who's going to TDS
weekend? Oh no!? Re-gearing from 3. Trails in Michigan self. Engine swap, won't stay running
self. Will 2. Use of this site constitutes acceptance of our User Agreement and Privacy Policy.
All rights reserved. CherokeeXJ hot new rising controversial top gilded wiki. Want to join? Log
in or sign up in seconds. Submit pictures or links. Submit a new text post. Get an ad-free
experience with special benefits, and directly support Reddit. CherokeeXJ join leave 18, readers
45 users here now Rules: Owning an XJ means you're part of the Jeep family regardless of what

Wrangler owners say so be respectful to your fellow Jeepers. Follow up with the resolution to
your problem. This helps others later on. Welcome to Reddit, the front page of the internet.
Become a Redditor and join one of thousands of communities.

